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Abstract. Motivated by the analysis of natural and engineered DNA and RNA systems, we present
the ﬁrst algorithm for calculating the partition function of an unpseudoknotted complex
of multiple interacting nucleic acid strands. This dynamic program is based on a rigorous
extension of secondary structure models to the multistranded case, addressing representa-
tion and distinguishability issues that do not arise for single-stranded structures. We then
derive the form of the partition function for a ﬁxed volume containing a dilute solution of
nucleic acid complexes. This expression can be evaluated explicitly for small numbers of
strands, allowing the calculation of the equilibrium population distribution for each species
of complex. Alternatively, for large systems (e.g., a test tube), we show that the unique
complex concentrations corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium can be obtained by
solving a convex programming problem. Partition function and concentration information
can then be used to calculate equilibrium base-pairing observables. The underlying physics
and mathematical formulation of these problems lead to an interesting blend of approaches,
including ideas from graph theory, group theory, dynamic programming, combinatorics,
convex optimization, and Lagrange duality.
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1. Introduction. DNA is the primary genetic storage medium for life. RNA
plays a more varied role in biology, participating in storage, regulation, catalysis, and
synthesis [45]. The unique structural properties of nucleic acids (DNA and RNA)
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make them attractive materials for engineering nanoscale structures and devices. By
appropriately designing the sequence of bases in each strand, synthetic nucleic acid
systems can be programmed to self-assemble into complex structures implementing
dynamic mechanical tasks [33, 32, 38]. The ﬁeld of nucleic acid nanotechnology is
devoted to exploring and developing these capabilities for applications in molecular
robotics, fabrication, computation, biosensing, electronics, and medicine. To sup-
port both biological inquiry and technological innovation, we present a model and
algorithms for analyzing the thermodynamics of interacting nucleic acid strands.
1.1. Background. We begin by reviewing some basic terminology and prior work
to facilitate precise descriptions of the problem formulations and solution strategies.
The primary structure of a nucleic acid strand is speciﬁed as a sequence of bases (of
types A, C, G, or T for DNA, with U replacing T for RNA). Nucleic acid energetics
are dominated by the formation of base pairs between complementary bases (Watson–
Crick pairs C-G and A-T (DNA) or A-U (RNA) and less frequent pairs G-T (DNA)
or G-U (RNA)), each base participating in at most one base pair. By convention, i·j
denotes that base i is paired to base j. Strands are directional (with the beginning
denoted 5′ and the end denoted 3′) and base pairing occurs in an antiparallel fashion
(e.g., 5′-GCTCA-3′ is the reverse-complement of 5′-TGAGC-3′, allowing complete
base pairing to yield a familiar DNA double helix). Here, we are interested in the
general scenario of base pairing within a single DNA or RNA strand, or between
multiple strands that have arbitrary degrees of complementarity.
The secondary structure of a nucleic acid strand in a particular physical conforma-
tion is simply the set of base pairs present in the molecule. In general, each sequence
is compatible with multiple secondary structures. Figure 1.1a depicts a secondary
structure in which some bases are paired and others are unpaired, and illustrates the
decomposition of this secondary structure into diﬀerent loop types. Each secondary
structure is compatible with an ensemble of tertiary structures corresponding to the
three-dimensional atomic coordinates of the strand. Remarkably, empirical potential
functions based on secondary structure alone [41, 31, 23] have great utility for studying
the properties of natural and engineered RNA and DNA structures [23, 40, 36, 35, 12].
For a given sequence, the free energy of secondary structure s is estimated as the sum
of the empirically determined free energies1 of the constituent loops [41, 31, 23],
(1.1) ∆G(s) =
∑
loop∈s
∆G(loop),
each deﬁned with respect to the free energy of the unpaired reference state.
Secondary structure models have enabled the development of eﬃcient dynamic
programming algorithms for characterizing the equilibrium properties of a DNA or
RNA molecule. For algorithmic purposes, it is convenient to represent a secondary
structure as a polymer graph, with the strand drawn along the circumference of a circle
and base pairs depicted as straight lines joining complementary bases (Figure 1.1b).
The class of secondary structures that are considered in dynamic programs is usually
deﬁned to exclude pseudoknots (Figure 1.1c), which correspond to polymer graphs
with crossing lines (Figure 1.1d). The ﬁrst dynamic programming algorithms for
predicting the minimum free energy (MFE) secondary structure were proposed by
Waterman and Smith [44] and Nussinov et al. [26]. In a seminal 1981 paper, Zuker
and Stiegler [50] described a dynamic program for MFE determination for a nucleic
acid strand over the ensemble of unpseudoknotted secondary structures Ω. In 1990,
McCaskill [24] described a diﬀerent dynamic program for calculating the partition
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Fig. 1.1 Secondary structure model for a single nucleic acid strand. (a) A sample secondary struc-
ture with the strand depicted as a directed thick line (an arrow marks the 3′ end), base
pairs depicted as thin lines joining complementary bases, and unpaired bases depicted as
thin protruding lines. This structure can be decomposed into canonical loop types [41, 50]:
hairpin loops (a stretch of unpaired bases closed by one base pair; yellow), stacked base
pairs (two consecutive base pairs with no unpaired bases between them; blue), an interior
loop (two base pairs separated by unpaired bases on both sides of the loop; purple), a bulge
loop (two base pairs separated by unpaired bases on only one side of the loop; orange), a
multiloop (three or more base pairs; green), and an exterior loop (the loop containing the
two ends of the strand; gray). (b) An equivalent polymer graph representation, with the
strand depicted as a directed thick circular arc, bases depicted as protruding tick marks,
base pairs depicted as straight lines joining complementary bases, and loops colored as in
(a). (c) A sample pseudoknot with base pairs i·j and d·e (with i < d) that fail to satisfy
the nesting property i < d < e < j, yielding crossing lines in the corresponding polymer
graph (d).
function over Ω. The partition function [18],
Q =
∑
s∈Ω
e−∆G(s)/kT ,
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature, can be used to calculate
the equilibrium probability of any secondary structure s ∈ Ω,
(1.2) p(s) =
1
Q
e−∆G(s)/kT ,
and therefore has profound implications for the development of rigorous sequence
design methods [9]. Adaptations of the partition function algorithm allow the calcu-
lation of other important equilibrium properties including the probability of any base
pair [24], thermodynamically representative samplings of secondary structures in the
ensemble Ω [8], and the average number of incorrectly paired bases relative to a design
target [9]. These tools are useful in practice for the analysis and design of functional
nucleic acid systems [8, 22, 12, 29, 28].
The exclusion of pseudoknots from Ω is founded on both modeling and algorithmic
considerations. Energy models for pseudoknots are diﬃcult to formulate due to the
increased signiﬁcance of geometric issues and tertiary interactions. Furthermore, if
the ensemble is augmented to include all possible pseudoknots, MFE determination
can be NP -hard [20, 1]. Consideration of restricted classes of pseudoknots enables the
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speciﬁcation of polynomial-time MFE determination [30, 1] and partition function [10,
11] algorithms. Although pseudoknots exist in nature [43] and have been incorporated
in synthetic DNA systems [46, 42], many natural and synthetic structures of interest
do not include pseudoknots [23, 32, 38], and we will not consider them here.
By employing a dynamic program, the unpseudoknotted MFE determination and
partition function algorithms require O(N4) time and O(N2) storage to consider an
ensemble of secondary structures Ω that grows exponentially with strand length N
[49]. To provide a basis for describing the multistranded partition function algo-
rithm of the present work, it is helpful to revisit McCaskill’s dynamic program for
the single-stranded case [24].2 The dynamic program calculates the subsequence par-
tition function Qi,j for each subsequence [i, j], starting from short subsequences and
iteratively considering longer subsequences until the full partition function Q1,N is
obtained. The calculation of Qi,j relies on additional restricted partition functions
Qb and Qm as detailed by the recursion diagrams and equations of Figure 1.2. The
key conceptual challenge in evaluating the partition function is the avoidance of al-
gorithmic redundancy. Zuker and Stiegler’s MFE determination recursions [50] are
redundant in the sense that a single secondary structure can be encountered by mul-
tiple recursion trajectories through the dynamic program. Although this may aﬀect
eﬃciency, it does not aﬀect accuracy, since the outcome of selecting the MFE struc-
ture from an ensemble of competing structures is unaﬀected by the number of times
a given structure is considered. However, the partition function algorithm evaluates
a weighted sum over all secondary structures in Ω, so repetition implies overcounting
the contributions of some structures. McCaskill’s partition function algorithm [24]
relies on strictly nonredundant recursions that incorporate the contribution of each
secondary structure with exactly one trajectory in the recursive process.
While MFE determination and partition function algorithms for a single un-
pseudoknotted strand have existed for many years, progress on the multistranded
case is quite recent. In 2004, Dimitrov and Zuker [7] described a partition function
algorithm for unpseudoknotted interactions between two strands with the restric-
tion that intrastrand base pairs are prohibited. Given initial concentrations (e.g.,
x0A and x
0
B) of two strand species (A and B) and calculated partition functions for
each of the possible monomer and dimer complexes (QA, QB , QAA, QBB , QAB), they
described an approach for calculating the equilibrium concentration of each species
(xA, xB , xAA, xBB , xAB) in a dilute solution. The approach is suitable for the study
of short nearly complementary strands of the type used for free energy parameteri-
zation studies [7] but is not applicable to the diverse multistranded structures that
are the hallmark of DNA nanotechnology applications [38, 32, 33] or to RNA regu-
latory processes in biology involving intrastrand and interstrand base pairing [15, 3].
Alternatively, Andronescu, Zhang, and Condon [2] developed an MFE determination
algorithm that considers all unpseudoknotted secondary structures for complexes with
an arbitrary number of strands. The issue of algorithmic redundancy precludes the
extension of this approach to partition function calculations. Here, we address the
thermodynamic analysis of an arbitrary number of interacting nucleic acid strands,
providing a rigorous treatment of the physical and algorithmic subtleties that arise,
including new challenges associated with secondary structure modeling, molecular
symmetry, algorithmic redundancy, and convexity.
1.2. Outline. We start by deﬁning a multistranded secondary structure model,
proving a representation result that is the ﬁrst step to ensuring that the partition
function algorithm is free of redundancies. For complexes of interacting strands in
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Fig. 1.2 Single-stranded partition function algorithm described by recursion diagrams (left) and re-
cursion equations (right). By convention, a solid straight line indicates a base pair and
a dashed line demarcates a region without implying that the connected bases are paired.
Shaded regions correspond to loop free energies3that are explicitly incorporated at the cur-
rent level of recursion. (a) Qi,j represents the partition function for subsequence [i, j].
There are two cases: either there are no base pairs (corresponding to the reference state
∆Gempty ≡ 0 and a partition function contribution of unity) or there is a 3′-most base pair
d · e. In the latter case, determination of the partition function contribution makes use of
previously computed subsequence partition functions Qbd,e and Qi,d−1. By the distributive
law, multiplication of these subsequence partition functions (each representing a sum over
substructures) implicitly sums over all pairwise combinations of substructures. The inde-
pendence of the loop contributions in the energy model (1.1) implies that these products
appropriately add the free energies in the exponents. (b) Qbi,j is the partition function for
subsequence [i, j] with the restriction that bases i and j are paired. There are three cases:
either there are no additional base pairs (corresponding to a hairpin loop), there is exactly
one additional base pair d ·e (corresponding to an interior loop), or there is more than one
additional base pair (corresponding to a multiloop) with 3′-most pair d · e and at least one
additional pair speciﬁed in a previously computed subsequence partition function Qmi+1,d−1.
(c) Qmi,j is the partition function for subsequence [i, j] with the restrictions that the sub-
sequence is inside a multiloop and contains at least one base pair. There are two cases:
either there is exactly one additional base pair d · e deﬁning the multiloop or there is more
than one additional base pair deﬁning the multiloop (with 3′-most pair d · e). Initialization
requires Qi,i−1 = 1 and Qmi,i−1 = 0 for i = 1, . . . , N .
which some strands are identical (e.g., AA or ABAB), issues of molecular and al-
gorithmic distinguishability necessitate symmetry corrections to the physical model
and overcounting corrections to the partition function recursions. Although it is not
clear how to address these two eﬀects in isolation, we prove that they can be simul-
taneously and exactly corrected. We then describe dynamic programming recursions
for evaluating the partition function of a complex containing an arbitrary number of
strands. We further address modeling and algorithmic issues surrounding the conver-
sion of the partition function algorithm into an MFE determination algorithm over
the same ensemble of multistranded secondary structures. The partition function of a
ﬁxed volume (or “box”) containing a dilute solution of complexes can be expressed in
terms of the number of solvent molecules and the partition function and population
of each type of complex in the box. For small numbers of complexes, direct evaluation
of the partition function of the box is feasible, enabling calculation of the equilibrium
probability distribution for the population of each complex species. Alternatively,
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Fig. 2.1 Multistranded secondary structure model. (a) A connected unpseudoknotted secondary
structure for a complex of three distinct strands with sequences A, B, and C. The set
of distinct circular permutations is Π = {123, 132}. (b) Polymer graph representation of
the secondary structure with no crossing lines corresponding to π = 123. Loop classiﬁca-
tions are the same as for the single-stranded case (Figure 1.1a). (c) Alternative polymer
graph with crossing lines corresponding to π = 132.
in the thermodynamic limit of large populations that is most relevant to typical ex-
perimental conditions in a test tube, it is still possible to calculate the equilibrium
concentration of each complex species. Concentration determination leads to a con-
vex programming problem that can be solved eﬃciently in the dual form to yield the
unique concentrations corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium. Partition func-
tion information can then be used to calculate the expected number of each type of
base pair in the solution. Throughout the paper, we refer to the notes of Appendix B
for technical details of interest to specialists.
2. Partition Function of a Complex of Interacting Strands. We now consider
the modeling and algorithmic issues surrounding the calculation of the partition func-
tion and MFE secondary structure for a complex with an arbitrary number of inter-
acting strands.
2.1. Secondary Structure Model. For L interacting strands, we assign to each a
unique identiﬁer in {1, . . . , L}. As for the single-stranded case, the secondary structure
of multiple interacting strands is deﬁned by a list of base pairs, where here each base
is speciﬁed by a strand identiﬁer and a position on that strand. For example, in · jm
denotes base i of strand n pairing with base j of strand m.4
A polymer graph for a secondary structure can be constructed by ordering the
strands and drawing them in succession from 5′ to 3′ around the circumference of
a circle with a nick between each strand and straight lines connecting paired bases
(Figure 2.1). The distinct ways to order the L strands on a circle correspond to the
set Π of circular permutations containing (L−1)! orderings (e.g., Π = {123, 132} for
a complex of three strands). Each circular permutation deﬁnes a distinct polymer
graph. Cyclic permutations change the location of the strands on the circle without
aﬀecting the relative orderings and hence contribute no additional orderings to Π
(e.g., the orderings 123, 231, and 312 are indistinguishable on a circle, as are the
orderings 132, 321, and 213).
For a given secondary structure, if every circular permutation π ∈ Π corresponds
to a polymer graph with crossing lines, then the secondary structure is pseudoknotted.
A polymer graph with no crossing lines can be decomposed into loops as for the
single-stranded case, and all loops containing one nick are exterior loops. A secondary
structure is connected if no loop contains more than one nick (i.e., no subset of the
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strands is free of the others), in which case the L strands constitute a complex. Let
Ω be the set of all unpseudoknotted secondary structures for a given complex of L
strands, and let Ω(π) be the subset of Ω that can be represented as polymer graphs
with no crossing lines using strand ordering π. The following representation theorem
ensures that these subsets comprise a partitioning of Ω, i.e., each secondary structure
is in exactly one subset.
Theorem 2.1 (Representation). For every unpseudoknotted connected secondary
structure s ∈ Ω, there is exactly one circular permutation π ∈ Π that yields a polymer
graph with no crossing lines.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of strands in the complex, L.
The theorem holds for L = 1 since there is only one circular permutation. We now
assume that the theorem holds for L−1 strands and attempt to show that it holds
for L strands.
Let s be an unpseudoknotted connected secondary structure of L strands so that
there must exist a circular permutation π for which the polymer graph has no crossing
lines. We create a connectivity graph for s in which each strand is represented by
exactly one node and there is an edge between nodes if there exists at least one base
pair between the corresponding strands. Since s is connected, the connectivity graph
must have either a leaf node or a node that is part of a cycle whose removal will not
break the connectedness of the resulting graph. Let l be some such node and let s′
be the secondary structure which has had the corresponding strand removed. Then
s′ is a connected secondary structure of L−1 strands. By supposition, the circular
permutation π′ of the strands in s′ that corresponds to π (omitting strand l) is the
only one that yields a polymer graph with no crossing lines. Hence, the only polymer
graphs for structure s that have the possibility of no crossing lines are those that are
obtained by inserting strand l between two strands of s′ in circular permutation π′.
Now we show that the only position where strand l can be added back into the
polymer graph with circular permutation π′ without introducing crossing lines is the
original position n corresponding to circular permutation π. Consider inserting l into
π′ at positions m = n. A line drawn from m to n must cross some base pair i · j in
the polymer graph or s′ would not be connected. In the original strand ordering π for
structure s, there must exist a base pair d · e connecting strand l to another strand in
the complex. This base pair d · e cannot cross i · j, so both d and e are on the n side
of i · j. If we now insert strand l at a position m, crossing lines are produced because
one end of d ·e is on the m side of i ·j and the other is on the n side. This implies that
n is the only position where l can be added back to s′ without introducing crossing
lines. Hence, the original polymer graph corresponding to circular permutation π is
the only one without crossing lines.
Remark 1. A simple counterexample illustrates that this result does not hold if
Ω is permitted to contain secondary structures that are not connected. Consider three
strands with circular permutations Π = {123, 132}. Any unpseudoknotted secondary
structure in which strands 2 and 3 form a complex that is disconnected from strand
1 will yield a polymer graph with no crossing lines for both orderings π ∈ Π.
Remark 2. Secondary structure kinetics are often modeled as a sequence of ele-
mentary moves, each corresponding to the formation, breakage, or shifting of a single
base pair [13]. The representation theorem has an interesting physical implication: a
complex of L strands cannot transition via elementary moves between two secondary
structures corresponding to diﬀerent circular permutations π ∈ Π without temporarily
leaving the ensemble Ω of unpseudoknotted connected secondary structures. Either
the strands must dissociate and reconnect or they must transition through a pseudo-
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knotted state. As a result, for some systems it may be desirable to consider ordered
complexes, each deﬁned by a single subensemble Ω(π).
For each secondary structure s ∈ Ω, the free energy, ∆G(s), is the sum of the free
energies of the constituent loops plus a strand association penalty ∆Gassoc [4] applied
L−1 times for a complex of L strands:
∆G(s) = (L− 1)∆Gassoc +
∑
loop∈s
∆G(loop).
All cyclic strand permutations of a polymer graph with no crossing lines are equivalent,
having identical loop decompositions and identical free energies.
To calculate the partition function over the ensemble Ω, our strategy is to con-
sider each subensemble Ω(π) separately, calculating Q(π) ≡ ∑s∈Ω(π) e−∆G(s)/kT by
applying a generalization of the single-stranded partition function algorithm (section
2.3) to each strand ordering π ∈ Π. The representation theorem then guarantees that
the partition function
Q =
∑
s∈Ω
e−∆G(s)/kT =
∑
π∈Π
Q(π)
considers every secondary structure s ∈ Ω exactly once.
2.2. Distinguishability Issues. In most experimental settings, strands with the
same sequences behave identically with respect to relevant measurable quantities. In
this context, we consider strands with identical sequences to be indistinguishable,
while strands that diﬀer in sequence are distinct. Similarly, two secondary structures
are indistinguishable if there exists a permutation of the strand identiﬁers that maps
indistinguishable strands onto each other while preserving all base pairs; otherwise,
the structures are distinct. To describe experimental observables, we must correct
the calculated partition function Q to obtain the partition function Q that accounts
for the indistinguishability of secondary structures in Ω. This necessitates corrections
for physical symmetries and algorithmic overcounting. These two challenges can be
simultaneously (but not separately) addressed in a mathematically rigorous way.
We consider a maximal subset of distinct secondary structures Ω ⊆ Ω. Thus, we
deﬁne Ω(π) ⊆ Ω(π) to be a maximal subset of distinct secondary structures for strand
ordering π. Then Ω is the union of Ω(π) ∀ π ∈ Π, where Π ⊆ Π is a maximal subset of
distinct orderings with respect to sequences. Consequently, Π may contain fewer than
(L−1)! members (e.g., Π = {AAB} for a complex of strands with sequences labeled
A, A, and B). It follows from Theorem 2.1 that for every s ∈ Ω, there is exactly one
π ∈ Π yielding a polymer graph with no crossing lines.
The ﬁrst challenge pertains to the free energy model for L interacting strands.
The free energy of a rotationally asymmetric secondary structure is calculated by
adding the free energies of the constituent loops and strand association penalties.
However, a secondary structure with an R-fold rotational symmetry corresponds to
an R-fold reduction in the distinguishable conformational space of the molecule. A free
energy model based on summing local contributions cannot account for the entropy
reduction implied by this global R-fold symmetry, so the free energy must be adjusted
by a symmetry correction5 of kT logR:
(2.1) ∆G(s) = kT logR +∆G(s) = kT logR + (L− 1)∆Gassoc +
∑
loop∈s
∆G(loop).
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(c)(b)(a)
Fig. 2.2 Sample secondary structures and polymer graphs for a complex of four indistinguishable
strands. (a) 1-fold (i.e., no) rotational symmetry. (b) 2-fold rotational symmetry. (c)
4-fold rotational symmetry.
While the 5′ to 3′ directionality of nucleic acid strands prevents a single-stranded
secondary structure from being rotationally symmetric, a complex of multiple strands
may have a rotational symmetry whenever a cyclic permutation maps a strand or-
dering onto itself. For example, a complex of four indistinguishable A strands with
Π = {AAAA} (Figure 2.2) can have secondary structures with either 1-fold (i.e., no),
2-fold, or 4-fold rotational symmetries, depending on whether the secondary struc-
tures are identical within each AAAA, AA, or A subunit, respectively. Algorithmi-
cally, the diﬃculty is that the free energies for diﬀerent secondary structures in the
same distinct circular permutation π require diﬀerent symmetry corrections. Since
the contributions of each structure are calculated in a recursive fashion rather than by
explicit enumeration, it is not obvious how to introduce the appropriate corrections
in a dynamic program.
The second challenge arises because the dynamic programming algorithm com-
putes the partition function over the set of secondary structures in Ω(π) rather than
Ω(π). If the strand ordering can be mapped onto itself by a cyclic permutation, some
indistinguishable secondary structures may be treated as distinct by the algorithm,
resulting in an overcounting of the corresponding partition function contributions.
For example, the 1-fold symmetric secondary structure of Figure 2.2a will be encoun-
tered four times during the recursive process, as each of four stems can play the role
of introducing the asymmetry. Hence, the partition function contribution of this sec-
ondary structure will be overcounted by a factor of four. By comparison, the 2-fold
symmetric structure of Figure 2.2b will be encountered twice and its partition func-
tion contribution overcounted by a factor of two. Meanwhile, the 4-fold symmetric
structure of Figure 2.2c can only be represented by a single polymer graph so its con-
tribution will be counted only once. In general, the partition function contribution of
each secondary structure must be divided by the number of indistinguishable repre-
sentations of that secondary structure among the polymer graphs for a given strand
ordering. Again, it is not obvious how to correct the contributions of individual sec-
ondary structures in the absence of explicit enumeration. Fortunately, the symmetry
and overcounting corrections are intimately linked, and they can be simultaneously
treated as described by the following theorem.
Consider an ordering π ∈ Π of L strands, where some of the strands may be
indistinguishable. Let G be the group of v(π) cyclic permutations mapping each
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strand to a strand of the same species. For example, v(π) = 4 for π = AAAA,
v(π) = 3 for π = ABABAB, and v(π) = 2 for π = ABAABA, where the elements of
G correspond to all rotations of a polymer graph that map strands of type A→A and
strands of type B→B.
Theorem 2.2 (Distinguishability Correction). For an ordering π ∈ Π of L
strands, if the multistranded partition function algorithm yields Q(π), then the cor-
rected partition function, Q(π), that properly accounts for both symmetry and over-
counting corrections is Q(π) = Q(π)/v(π).
Proof. Consider an arbitrary secondary structure s ∈ Ω(π). A permutation g ∈ G
acts on a secondary structure s by relabeling strand identiﬁers: g(s) = {ig(n) · jg(m) :
in · jm ∈ s}. The stabilizer of s, Gs = {g ∈ G : g(s) = s}, is the set of cyclic
permutations of strand identiﬁers (rotations of the polymer graph) that map s onto
itself. The order of the rotational symmetry of the physical complex with secondary
structure s is given by |Gs|, requiring a correction of +kT log |Gs| to the standard
loop-based free energy.
The orbit of s in G, G(s) = {g(s) ∈ Ω(π) : g ∈ G}, is the subset of Ω(π) corre-
sponding to the images of s under the permutations of the group G. Note that the
members of G(s) represent indistinguishable secondary structures within Ω(π). Con-
sequently, the partition function contribution of secondary structure s ∈ Ω(π) will be
overcounted by a factor of |G(s)| because the recursion algorithm treats elements of
the orbit as algorithmically distinct even though they are physically indistinguishable.
The orbit-stabilizer theorem of group theory [14] provides the useful relationship
|Gs||G(s)| = |G| = v(π) ∀ s ∈ Ω(π),
linking the symmetry and overcounting eﬀects. We will make use of the fact that the
product |Gs||G(s)| depends only on the strand ordering π and is independent of the
speciﬁc secondary structure s ∈ Ω(π).
The partition function algorithm applied to strand ordering π yields Q(π) =∑
s∈Ω(π) exp{−∆G(s)/kT}. The corrected partition function then takes the form
Q(π) =
∑
s∈Ω(π)
exp{−∆G(s)/kT}
=
∑
s∈Ω(π)
1
|G(s)| exp{−(∆G(s) + kT log |Gs|)/kT} =
Q(π)
v(π)
.(2.2)
Thus, the symmetry and overcounting corrections conveniently combine to give a
uniform correction factor of v(π)−1 to the partition function Q(π) for a given order-
ing π ∈ Π. The corrected partition function Q(π) can then be associated with the
subensemble Ω(π).
The partition function for a complex of L strands can then be obtained by sum-
ming the corrected partition functions Q(π) = Q(π)/v(π) for each distinct circular
permutation
(2.3) Q =
∑
π∈Π
Q(π).
The representation theorem ensures that the contributions for diﬀerent strand order-
ings π ∈ Π are nonredundant, and the distinguishability correction theorem ensures
that the contributions within each ordering π ∈ Π are nonredundant and use the
correct physical model.
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Fig. 2.3 Updates to the single-stranded recursion diagrams (left) and recursion equations (right) of
Figure 1.2 to enable calculation of the partition function Q(π) for circular permutation
π for a complex of L strands. The recursions for Qi,j and Qmi,j remain unchanged and
the recursion for Qbi,j is augmented with a case treating exterior loop structures based on
the possible locations for a single top-level nick (i.e., a nick that has not been accounted
for within a previously calculated Qbd,e recursion). Retaining the single-stranded diagram
conventions, we additionally denote nicks between strands by half indices (e.g., c+ 12 )
and adopt the convention that there is a top-level nick between neighboring indices if and
only if there is an × between them on the circle. These conventions must be applied
when reinterpreting the single-stranded recursions for use in multistranded calculations.
Implementation details are provided in the pseudocode of Appendix A.
The equilibrium probability p(s) of a secondary structure s ∈ Ω for a complex of
L strands is then calculated using (1.2) with the symmetry-corrected free energy (2.1).
To illustrate the inﬂuence of distinguishability eﬀects, consider calculating p(s) for the
complex AAAA with v(π) = 4 and Π = {AAAA}. If we omit the distinguishability
correction (2.2), the partition function is calculated to be four times the correct value.
If we also ignore the symmetry correction (2.1) to the standard free energy model,
the Boltzmann factor e−∆G(s)/kT for a secondary structure with a 4-fold rotational
symmetry will also be four times the correct value so (1.2) produces the correct proba-
bility p(s). However, for a secondary structure with a 2-fold rotational symmetry, p(s)
will be calculated to have half the correct value, and for a structure with no rotational
symmetry, p(s) will be calculated to have one-quarter the correct value. On the other
hand, when calculating the free energy of the complex6 as ∆G = −kT logQ, the log-
arithm reduces the inﬂuence of errors in the partition function, yielding a free energy
that is too low by kT log 4 for this example. The eﬀect of neglecting the distinguisha-
bility correction becomes more complicated for larger complexes in which Q contains
contributions Q(π) from multiple orderings π ∈ Π, each with a diﬀerent correction
v(π). Fortunately, the distinguishability correction theorem ensures that these eﬀects
can be treated in a straightforward manner for a complex with an arbitrary number
of strands.
2.3. Partition Function Recursions. It now remains to deﬁne recursions for eval-
uating the partition function Q(π) over subensemble Ω(π) corresponding to a partic-
ular circular permutation π of L strands. If the ordering requires symmetry and
overcounting corrections (i.e., v(π) > 1), these distinguishability issues are treated a
posteriori as described in the previous section. In the context of the partition func-
tion recursions, each strand in an ordering π is distinguishable based on its position
in the ordering (regardless of possible indistinguishable strands at other positions in
the ordering). If strand l has length Nl, then the recursions operate on a single con-
catenated strand of length N ≡∑Ll=1Nl. The location of the nicks between strands
are known based on the speciﬁcations of the strand lengths in the particular ordering.
The spirit of the multistranded algorithm is identical to that of the single-stranded
algorithm of Figure 1.2. At the level of recursion diagrams and equations, Figure 2.3
illustrates that the only change is the addition of an extra case to incorporate exterior
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loop contributions to the Qb recursion. The details of the implementation are com-
plicated by the requirement that every polymer graph encompassed by the recursions
must be connected. This amounts to ensuring that no loop contains more than one
nick, which is handled implicitly by the recursion diagram conventions of Figure 2.3
and explicitly by the conditionals in the pseudocode of Appendix A (see Figure A.1).
Like the single-stranded algorithm, the recursions require O(N4) time and O(N2)
space in their most transparent form, but the time complexity can be reduced to
O(N3) using standard methods [21, 10].
2.4. MFE Determination Recursions. MFE determination is often used for
structure prediction since the MFE secondary structure has the maximum equilibrium
probability in the ensemble Ω. However, it is possible for a subensemble of compet-
ing structures to dominate the MFE secondary structure, so care should be used in
applying this approach [9]. In the single-stranded case, partition function recursions
can be converted into MFE determination recursions in a straightforward way.7 To
perform the conversion, every product of exponentiated free energies is replaced by a
sum of free energies, and every sum over alternative partition function contributions
is replaced by a minimization over alternative free energy contributions. At the end
of the process, the output is the value of the free energy ∆G(s) for the MFE structure
in Ω. A backtracking algorithm employing the intermediate subsequence results can
then be used to identify the corresponding secondary structure s [50].
If the ensemble Ω contains no rotationally symmetric secondary structures, the
same conversion approach can be used to obtain MFE determination recursions in the
multistranded case. However, if secondary structure s ∈ Ω has an R-fold rotational
symmetry, the free energy ∆G(s) employed by the MFE determination recursions
will be missing the appropriate symmetry correction kT logR. Unlike in the partition
function setting, there is no diﬃculty with algorithmic overcounting for MFE determi-
nation since the repeated taking of minimums over free energies of indistinguishable
polymer graphs does not change the outcome of the comparisons. Ironically, the ab-
sence of the overcounting problem makes it harder to correct the remaining symmetry
problem; it is not clear that these corrections can be directly incorporated into the
dynamic programming recursions since the individual structures are never explicitly
enumerated.
One approach is to calculate the MFE secondary structure ignoring the symmetry
corrections to the free energy model. If the predicted MFE structure is asymmetrical,
then it is the true minimum using the corrected free energies because the symmetry
correction is always positive. However, if the predicted MFE structure contains an
R-fold symmetry, then its free energy must be increased by kT logR. The true mini-
mum can then be identiﬁed by exhaustively enumerating [47] all secondary structures
with free energies within kT logR of the original predicted minimum, applying any
needed symmetry correction to the free energy for each structure. The disadvantage
of this approach is that it scales exponentially with N . The diﬃculty in modeling ro-
tational symmetries for multistranded MFE calculations highlights the signiﬁcance of
the distinguishability correction theorem in facilitating partition function calculations
for complexes of interacting strands.
3. Partition Function Analysis of Dilute Solutions of Interacting Strands. Us-
ing the partition function algorithm for a single complex as a starting point, we now
turn to the problem of analyzing the equilibrium properties of a ﬁxed volume (or
“box”) containing an arbitrary number of strand species that interact to form com-
plexes in a dilute solution.
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3.1. Contents of the Box. Consider a box containing Ms solvent molecules and
the set of strand species Ψ0 with total strand populations m0 ∈ Z|Ψ0|>0 . Suppose the
strands can interact to form the set of complexes Ψ (so Ψ0 ⊆ Ψ) with populations
m ∈ Z|Ψ|≥0 . The total number of strands is M0 ≡
∑
i∈Ψ0 m
0
i and the total number of
complexes is M ≡∑j∈Ψmj .
We seek to determine the partition function of the box corresponding to the
Boltzmann weighted sum over all possible states of the system. It is ﬁrst necessary to
calculate the partition function Qj for each complex j ∈ Ψ. In principle, a complex
can contain arbitrarily many strands, so in practice we limit the size of Ψ. This can be
achieved, for example, by specifying Ψ to contain only those complex species that are
expected to be physically signiﬁcant. Here, we consider all possible complexes with
L strands for 1 ≤ L ≤ Lmax.8 For the set of strand species Ψ0 with sequences such
that all complexes in this size range can form, the total number of complex species is
then given by9
(3.1) |Ψ| =
(
Lmax + |Ψ0|
|Ψ0|
)
− 1.
Hence, we typically have |Ψ0|  |Ψ|. By (2.3), calculation of the partition function
Qj requires |Πj | applications of the multistranded partition function algorithm of
Appendix A, where Πj is the set of distinct circular permutations for complex j.
By the Po´lya enumeration theorem, calculation of Qj for all complexes j ∈ Ψ then
requires a total of
Lmax∑
L=1
L∑
l=1
|Ψ0|gcd(l,L)
L
applications of the multistranded partition function algorithm.10 Recalling the O(N3)
time complexity of the multistranded partition function algorithm (for a complex
containing N bases), the time complexity for calculating the partition functions for
all complexes in the box is O(|Ψ0|LmaxN3max/Lmax), where Nmax is the largest number
of bases in a complex.
3.2. Partition Function of the Box. We now formulate the partition function of
the box in terms of the number of solvent molecules Ms and the complex populations
mj and partition functions Qj ∀j ∈ Ψ. The complexes are much bigger than the
solvent molecules, but experimental studies demonstrate that their contribution to the
free energy of the system is independent of their size [48]. We therefore introduce a
small (but negligible) error by assuming that the solvent molecules and complexes are
comparable in size. Dividing the box into small cells, we place one solvent molecule or
complex in each. The solution is assumed to be dilute (Ms M0) so that interactions
between complexes are negligible at equilibrium. We also assume that the free energy
of each complex is independent of its position within the box. Thus, the free energy
of the box is additive in the free energies of the complexes and the partition function
for the box is multiplicative in the complex partition functions Qj :
(3.2) Qbox = Qref
∑
m∈Λ
[
(Ms +M)!
Ms!
∏
j∈Ψ
mj !
∏
j∈Ψ
Q
mj
j
]
.
Here, Qref may be chosen to set the reference state of the free energy and Λ is the set of
population vectors m satisfying the conservation of mass constraint Am = m0, where
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A ∈ Z|Ψ0|×|Ψ|≥0 has entries Aij denoting the number of strands of species i in complex
j. The quotient in (3.2) is the standard multinomial expression for the number of
possible ways the complexes and solvent can be arranged in the cells (eﬀectively an
entropy of mixing), given that members of each species are indistinguishable.
SinceMs M0 ≥M , we have (Ms+M)!/Ms! =MMs
(
1 +O(M−1s )
)
and hence11
Qbox ≈ Qref
∑
m∈Λ
q(m),(3.3)
where
q(m) ≡
∏
j∈Ψ
M
mj
s Q
mj
j
mj !
is interpreted as the partition function corresponding to a particular vector of pop-
ulations m. The free energy of the box is given by ∆Gbox = −kT logQbox. It is
convenient to deﬁne ∆Gbox to be zero when all strands are contained in the box and
there are no base pairs, so we specify Qref ≡
∏
i∈Ψ0(m
0
i !/M
m0i
s ).
The probability of population vector m at equilibrium is
(3.4) p(m) = Q−1boxQref q(m)
and the expected value of each population mj is12
(3.5) 〈mj〉 =
∑
m∈Λ
mj p(m).
The probability distribution for each mj is then found by calculating
pj(n) =
∑
m ∈ Λ
s.t. mj = n
p(m)
for each value n taken by mj in the set Λ. For a box containing a small number of
strands, Qbox and the equilibrium population distributions can be evaluated explicitly.
For a large box containing a large number of strands, explicit enumeration of all
population vectors m in Λ is no longer feasible.
3.3. Concentration Determination in the Thermodynamic Limit. We now
describe an approach for determining the equilibrium concentration for each species of
complex in the thermodynamic limit of large populations. This problem corresponds
to typical experimental conditions in a test tube and is relevant to designing and
analyzing experiments for both technological and biological studies.
For large systems, the distributions of extensive thermodynamic variables (the
value of an extensive variable is proportional to the size of the system it describes)
are Gaussian with variance scaling as the mean [18]. Hence, for large numbers of
interacting strands, the distribution of populations, p(m), is a Ψ-dimensional Gaussian
with variance proportional to 〈mj〉 in coordinate j. By (3.4), the distribution of q(m)
is a rescaling of p(m) and hence Gaussian, so the sum of (3.3) may be approximated by
a product of the height Qref q(〈m〉) and the width 〈mj〉1/2 in each coordinate j ∈ Ψ:
Qbox ≈ Qref q(〈m〉)
∏
j∈Ψ
〈mj〉
1
2 .
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Substituting for q(〈m〉) and applying Stirling’s approximation (logn! = n log n− n+
O(log n)) we obtain the free energy
∆Gbox = −kT logQref + kT
∑
j∈Ψ
{
〈mj〉
[
log
( 〈mj〉
Ms
)
− logQj − 1
]
+O (log 〈mj〉)
}
.
The contribution to ∆Gbox by each complex j ∈ Ψ scales as 〈mj〉 log 〈mj〉, while the
error in this contribution resulting from neglecting the width of the distribution and
from using Stirling’s approximation is only O(log 〈mj〉). Hence, for large systems,
∆Gbox can be accurately calculated by replacing (3.3) with Qbox ≈ Qref q(〈m〉). On
a per-solvent basis, the dimensionless free energy is then
g(〈x〉) ≡ ∆Gbox
MskT
≈ gref +
∑
j∈Ψ
[〈xj〉 (log 〈xj〉 − logQj − 1)],
where 〈xj〉 ≡ 〈mj〉 /(Ms+
∑
k∈Ψ 〈mk〉) ≈ 〈mj〉 /Ms is the equilibrium concentration13
of complex species j ∈ Ψ and gref ≡ −M−1s logQref =
∑
i∈Ψ0 [x
0
i (1 − log x0i )]. The
sharply peaked Gaussian population distributions allow us to equate 〈m〉 with the
population vector m that maximizes q(m) subject to conservation of mass. Alter-
natively, we may equate 〈x〉 with the concentrations x ≈ m/Ms that minimize g(x)
while conserving total strand concentrations x0 ≈ m0/Ms.
The equilibrium concentrations 〈x〉 for the complexes14 can therefore be deter-
mined by solving the optimization problem
min
x
g(x)(3.6)
subject to Ax = x0
for g(x) : R|Ψ|>0→R, where the constraint enforces conservation of mass. Expressions
(3.4) and (3.5) indicate that the equilibrium concentrations are strictly positive.
3.4. Convexity and Duality. We now seek an eﬃcient, globally convergent al-
gorithm for solving (3.6) to determine the equilibrium concentration of each species
of complex. The constraint is linear so the feasible set is convex and the free en-
ergy is a strictly convex function of the concentrations [39], as can be observed by
noting that the Hessian of g(x) is a diagonal positive deﬁnite matrix with entries
[∇2g(x)]jj = x−1j . Hence, (3.6) has at most one solution x∗ [5].
Deﬁning the Lagrange multipliers λ ∈ R|Ψ0| to enforce mass conservation, the
Lagrangian is
L(x, λ) = gref + xT (log x− logQ− 1) + λT (x0 −Ax).
Here, and in subsequent expressions, we adopt the convention that log x and ex denote
the termwise logarithm and exponential of a vector x; 1 denotes a vector of ones of
the appropriate length. The corresponding dual function has the form
(3.7) h(λ) = inf
x
L(x, λ) = gref + λTx0 −QT eATλ,
and the dual problem corresponding to (3.6) is the unconstrained optimization prob-
lem
(3.8) max
λ
h(λ)
with h(λ) : R|Ψ
0|→R.
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Suppose the primal problem (3.6) has optimal value p∗ and the dual problem
(3.8) has optimal value d∗. For a convex primal problem, if the constraints satisfy the
strong Slater conditions (full row rank for A in addition to feasibility), then strong
duality holds (p∗ = d∗) and the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions
∇xL(x∗, λ∗) = log x∗ − logQ−ATλ∗ = 0,(3.9)
Ax∗ = x0(3.10)
are necessary and suﬃcient for x∗ and λ∗ to be primal and dual optimal, respectively
[16, 5].15 The constraint matrix A has full row rank because Aij = δij for j ∈
Ψ0. Primal feasibility is veriﬁed by letting xj = $ for j ∈ Ψ\Ψ0 and xi = x0i −
$
∑
j∈Ψ\Ψ0 Aij for i ∈ Ψ0 with $ > 0 suﬃciently small.
By the following lemma, the Hessian of h(λ) is negative deﬁnite, so the dual
problem (3.8) is strictly concave with at most one solution λ∗. The strong Slater
conditions further ensure that d∗ is ﬁnite and that there exists a corresponding ﬁnite
λ∗ [16, 5].
Lemma 3.1. The Hessian ∇2h(λ) is real symmetric negative deﬁnite.
Proof. The Hessian entries are given by
[∇2h(λ)]mn = −
∑
j∈Ψ
Amj Anj Qj exp
{∑
i∈Ψ0
λiAij
}
∀m,n ∈ Ψ0,
so the Hessian is real and symmetric by inspection. The Hessian is negative deﬁnite
if yT∇2h y < 0 for y = 0. We note that ∇2h = −RTR, where R ∈ R|Ψ|×|Ψ0|≥0
has entries Rji = Aij [Qj exp{
∑
i∈Ψ0 λiAij}]1/2. Hence, yT∇2h y = −yTRTRy =
−‖Ry‖2, which is negative provided R has linearly independent columns. A has full
row rank so R has full column rank and hence ∇2h(λ) is negative deﬁnite.
We now show that λ∗ fully determines x∗ so we are free to solve the dual problem
(3.8) instead of the primal one (3.6). This is advantageous because the number of
complex species |Ψ| can be large even when the number of strand species |Ψ0| is small
(see, e.g., (3.1)). The dual solution λ∗ satisﬁes ∇h(λ∗) = 0 or
(3.11) AeA
Tλ∗+logQ = x0.
The ﬁrst KKT condition (3.9) gives an explicit representation for x∗ ∈ R|Ψ|>0 in terms
of λ∗,
(3.12) x∗ = eA
Tλ∗+logQ,
and referring to (3.11) we see that the second KKT condition (3.10) is also satisﬁed.
Equating 〈x〉 ≈ x∗, the (positive) concentrations corresponding to thermodynamic
equilibrium represent the unique solution to (3.6).
Any globally convergent unconstrained optimization algorithm applied to the
dual problem (3.8) will suﬃce to ﬁnd λ∗. We consider the equivalent dual prob-
lem minλ f(λ) with f(λ) ≡ −h(λ) and apply a trust-region method with a Newton
dog-leg step [25] that exploits the symmetric positive deﬁniteness of ∇2f(λ) by us-
ing Cholesky decomposition for the Newton matrix inversions.16 For this problem,
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the trust-region method converges globally (in arbitrary-precision arithmetic) with
quadratic local convergence [37, 25].17
3.5. Base-Pairing Observables. We have already shown how to calculate impor-
tant experimental observables in the form of equilibrium population distributions for
small systems and equilibrium concentrations for large systems. Here, we describe the
calculation of more detailed base-pairing information about the ensemble of states in
a given system.
For a complex of L distinct strands, the equilibrium probability of each intrastrand
and interstrand base pair for a given strand ordering π can be calculated by back-
tracking through the partition function algorithm (Appendix A) applying a particular
algorithmic transformation at each step (see [24, 11] for details). The probability of
base pair in · jm at equilibrium is simply
(3.13) p(in · jm) = 1
Q
∑
π∈Π
Q(π) p(in · jm;π),
where the pair probabilities p(in · jm;π) for each π ∈ Π represent the output of the
backtracking recursions.
If a complex contains some indistinguishable strands, we have already seen that
distinguishability eﬀects arise at the secondary structure level in the form of rotational
symmetry corrections and algorithmic overcounting corrections. When we examine
the probabilities of individual base pairs in the ensemble Ω, new distinguishability
issues arise. For example, consider a complex involving two indistinguishable copies of
strand A (with identiﬁers 1 and 2) and one copy of strand B (with identiﬁer 3). There
is only one distinct circular permutation π = AAB and v(π) = 1 so no symmetry and
overcounting corrections are required for any structure s ∈ Ω. However, base pairs
i1 · j3 and i2 · j3 are indistinguishable since strands 1 and 2 are both of type A.
Likewise, without the global structural context, we cannot distinguish between the
inter- and intrastrand base pairs i1 · j2 and i1 · j1.
We now develop a quantity analogous to base pair probabilities that appropriately
treats the indistinguishability of strands in a complex. Let Θ be the set of strand
species in the complex and {θ} be the set of all strand identiﬁers corresponding to
strands of type θ ∈ Θ (hence L =∑θ∈Θ |{θ}|).
We deﬁne the expected number of base pairs between base i on strands of type
A ∈ Θ and base j on strands of typeB ∈ Θ to be E(i{A}·j{B}) ∈ [0,min(|{A}|, |{B}|)].
For a given strand ordering π,
E(i{A} · j{B};π) =
∑
lA∈{A}
∑
lB∈{B}
p(ilA · jlB ;π)
represents a sum over the contributions of each type of distinct base pair, where each
term p(ilA · jlB ;π) is an output of a backtracking recursion.18 The expected value for
each type of distinct base pair in the complex is then given by
(3.14) E(i{A} · j{B}) = 1
Q
∑
π∈Π
Q(π)E(i{A} · j{B};π).
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This result can be used to calculate experimental observables for a dilute solution
of complexes at equilibrium. For each species of complex k ∈ Ψ, (3.14) is used to
calculate the corresponding Ek(i{A} · j{B}), representing the expectation value that
base i of strand species A ∈ Θk pairs to base j of strand species B ∈ Θk, where
Θk ⊆ Ψ0 denotes the set of strand species that appear in complex k. For a mixture
of strands at equilibrium, the expected concentration of base pairs between base i of
strands of type A and base j of strands of type B is
〈x(iA · jB)〉 =
∑
k∈Ψ
Ek(i{A} · j{B}) 〈xk〉 .
For experimental studies, it is usually more convenient to measure the expected frac-
tion of A strands or B strands that form this base pair: fA(iA · jB) = 〈x(iA · jB)〉 /x0A
and fB(iA ·jB) = 〈x(iA · jB)〉 /x0B , respectively. Similarly, the expected concentration
〈x(iA)〉 of strand species A ∈ Ψ0 with base i paired to any other base is
〈x(iA)〉 =
∑
B∈Ψ0
NB∑
j=1
〈x(iA · jB)〉 ,
and the expected fraction of A strands that have base i paired is fA(iA) = 〈x(iA)〉 /x0A.
4. Conclusions. These algorithms provide new tools for analyzing the equilib-
rium properties of interacting nucleic acid strands in synthetic and biological systems.
For a complex of an arbitrary number of strands, it is now possible to calculate the
partition function over all unpseudoknotted connected secondary structures. The ap-
proach rigorously treats representation and distinguishability eﬀects that arise in the
multistranded setting and provides a basis for the analysis of dilute solutions contain-
ing multiple complexes at equilibrium.
If the number of strands and complexes is small, the partition function can be
used to calculate the equilibrium population distribution of each complex species.
Alternatively, if the number of strands is large, the equilibrium concentration of each
complex species can be determined by minimizing the free energy of the system subject
to conservation of mass. This is a (high-dimensional) strictly convex programming
problem; strong duality and the special form of the KKT conditions imply that we
may instead solve the (low-dimensional) unconstrained strictly concave dual problem,
leading to an eﬃcient solution framework with uniqueness and global convergence
guarantees. Partition function information can then be used to calculate base-pairing
expectations for individual complexes or for the system as a whole. Software for
performing all of these calculations is available for research purposes at nupack.org.
Figure 4.1 characterizes the size of system for which it is practical to use these
methods to analyze the thermodynamics of interacting nucleic acid strands. These
results are encouraging, indicating that it is reasonable to analyze dilute solutions
containing, for example, strands of length 40 bases that interact to form complexes of
up to 10 strands for 2 strand species, complexes of up to 5 strands for 5 strand species,
or complexes of up to 4 strands for 10 strand species. After calculating the partition
functions for all complexes in a system, the low-dimensional dual formulation makes it
very inexpensive to evaluate equilibrium concentrations, 〈x〉, for many diﬀerent total
strand concentrations, x0.
The preceding observations on convexity and duality are more general than the
present context of aggregating nucleic acid strands—they apply equally well to the
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Fig. 4.1 Computational results demonstrating the size of problem that can be solved in one hour
on a single 3 GHz Intel Xeon processor. For a solution containing |Ψ0| strand species,
each with a diﬀerent random sequence of uniform length (20, 40, 80, or 160 bases), the
partition function is calculated at 37◦C for all possible complexes of up to Lmax strands.
Each curve indicates (|Ψ0|, Lmax) values corresponding to one hour of wall clock time
for strands of a particular length (based on the mean timings for three diﬀerent sets of
sequences). For each of the solutions considered in generating these curves, the trust-
region method returns the equilibrium concentrations for all complexes in no more than
one second (using x0i = 10
−9 ∀ i ∈ Ψ0).
calculation of equilibrium concentrations for chemical species interacting in a dilute
solution (with elements replacing strands and molecules replacing complexes). The
convex structure of this classical optimization problem has been noted [39], but the
framework of Lagrange duality appears to have been neglected until recently [17].
While we have chieﬂy exploited the mathematical properties of convexity, it is
also interesting to consider its physical signiﬁcance. The equilibrium and kinetic
properties of a nucleic acid system are determined by the features of the underlying
free energy landscape [27, 6]. A free energy landscape based on nucleic acid secondary
structure may be represented as a graph with each vertex corresponding to a diﬀerent
state of the system (i.e., the pairing status of every base in the system) and each edge
corresponding to an elementary step between states (e.g., formation, breakage, or
shifting of a single base pair [13]). States that are likely at equilibrium are represented
by deep valleys in the landscape, and the rate of conversion between two diﬀerent
states is dependent on the nature of the valleys and ridges that separate them in the
landscape. No underlying convexity is evident in this discrete free energy landscape.
Now suppose we coarse-grain the state space so that each state corresponds to a
diﬀerent set of complexes (with the ﬁne-grained base-pairing information captured by
the ensemble and partition function of each complex). In the thermodynamic limit of
large species populations, the free energy landscape may be treated as continuous in
the complex concentrations, in which case it becomes convex.
Further work is required to develop algorithms for simulating the kinetics of in-
teracting nucleic acid strands. Additional work is also required to develop thermody-
namic and kinetic algorithms for strands that interact to form pseudoknots.
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Appendix A. Pseudocode for the Multistranded Partition Function Algorithm.
Initialize (Q,Qb, Qm) // O(N2) space
Set all values to 0 except Qi,i−1 = 1 for i = 1, . . . , N
for l = 1, N
for i = 1, N−l+1
j = i+l−1
// Qb recursion equations
if η[i+ 12 , j− 12 ] == 0
Qbi,j = exp{−∆Ghairpini,j /kT}
for d = i+1, j−2 // loop over all possible 3′-most pairs d·e
for e = d+1, j−1
if η[i+ 12 , d− 12 ] == 0 and η[e+ 12 , j− 12 ] == 0
Qbi,j += exp{−∆Ginteriori,d,e,j /kT}Qbd,e
if η[e+ 12 , j− 12 ] == 0 and η[i+ 12 ] == 0 and η[d− 12 ] == 0 // multiloop: no top-level nicks
Qbi,j += Q
m
i+1,d−1Q
b
d,e exp{−[∆Gmultiinit + 2∆Gmultibp + (j−e−1)∆Gmultibase ]/kT}
for c ∈ {i, . . . , j−1} s.t. η[c+ 12 ] == 1 // loop over all top-level nicks ∈ [i+ 12 , j− 12 ]
if (η[i+ 12 ] == 0 and η[j− 12 ] == 0) or (i == j−1) or
(c == i and η[j− 12 ] == 0) or (c == j−1 and η[i+ 12 ] == 0) then
Qbi,j += Qi+1,cQc+1,j−1 // exterior loops
// Q,Qm recursion equations
if η[i+ 12 , j− 12 ] == 0 then Qi,j = 1 // empty substructure
else Qi,j = 0 // unconnected substructure
for d = i, j−1 // loop over all possible 3′-most pairs d·e
for e = d+1, j
if η[e+ 12 , j− 12 ] == 0
if η[d− 12 ] == 0 or d == i
Qi,j+= Qi,d−1Qbd,e
if η[i+ 12 , d− 12 ] == 0
Qmi,j += exp{−[∆Gmultibp + (d−i)∆Gmultibase + (j−e)∆Gmultibase ]/kT}Qbd,e // single pair in Qm
if η[d− 12 ] == 0
Qmi,j += Q
m
i,d−1Q
b
d,e exp{−[∆Gmultibp + (j − e)∆Gmultibase ]/kT} // more than one pair in Qm
return
[
Q1,N exp{−(L− 1)∆Gassoc/kT}
]
// partition function Q(π) for ordering π
Fig. A.1 Pseudocode for an O(N4) algorithm for calculating the partition function Q(π) for circular
permutation π for a complex of L strands with total length N . The recursion diagrams and
equations corresponding to this dynamic programming implementation were introduced in
Figures 1.2 and 2.3. Nicks between strands are denoted by half indices (e.g., c+ 12 ). The
function η[i+ 12 , j+
1
2 ] returns the number of nicks in the interval [i+
1
2 , j+
1
2 ]. The
shorthand η[i+ 12 ] is equivalent to η[i+
1
2 , i+
1
2 ], and by convention, η[i+
1
2 , i− 12 ] = 0.
For clarity, the implementation details for incorporating dangle free energies [34] and
penalties for helices not ending in C-G pairs are omitted; these terms are treated as in
previous work [10]. This implementation has been validated by direct comparison with
partition functions calculated by explicit enumeration for small multistranded cases and
by a previously validated partition function algorithm for large single-stranded cases.
Appendix B. Notes.
1These energies are reported as standard state free energies ∆G◦ corresponding to 1 mol/liter
NaCl and 37◦C.
2See [10] for an extended description of the algorithm, including details on how to reduce the time
complexity to O(N3) [21] by exploiting certain intricacies of the loop-based free energy model.
3Using the standard energy model for dynamic programs [31, 23], hairpin and interior loop free
energies are treated as the black-box functions ∆Ghairpini,j and ∆G
interior
i,d,e,j , but multiloop free energies
are assumed to have the linear form ∆Gmulti = ∆Gmultiinit + nbp∆G
multi
bp +∆G
multi
i,j , where ∆G
multi
init
is the penalty for formation of a multiloop, ∆Gmultibp is the penalty for each base pair that borders
the interior of the multiloop, and ∆Gmultii,j = (j − i + 1)∆Gmultibase is a penalty for each unpaired
base inside the multiloop. This model allows the partition function contribution of a multiloop to
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be calculated incrementally without knowing the full structure of the multiloop at any point in the
recursive process. More accurate logarithmic multiloop models can be used to evaluate the energy
of speciﬁc structures [23]. Note that stacked bases and bulge loops are special cases of interior loops
and so do not appear explicitly in the recursions. Exterior loops do not contribute to the free energy
because by deﬁnition ∆Gempty = 0. We omit details of dangle free energies [34] (corresponding to
the energetic contributions of any unpaired bases adjacent to a base pair) and penalties for helices
not ending in G-C pairs.
4The expressions in · jm and jm · in denote the same base pair. For convenience, we adopt the
convention that the bases in a pair are ordered ﬁrst by strand identiﬁer and then by position on the
strand.
5The free energy ∆G = ∆H − T∆S can be decomposed into enthalpic (∆H) and entropic (∆S)
contributions. The entropy of a system with Γ states at the same energy (in this case, distinct
orientations of a complex with a given secondary structure) is given by k log Γ [18], so a reduction of
the number of states by a factor of R alters the entropy by −k logR and ∆G by +kT logR.
6The free energy of the complex, ∆G, based on the partition function over the ensemble Ω should
not be confused with ∆G(s), the free energy of a particular secondary structure s ∈ Ω, which is
computed from empirically measured loop free energies but is based conceptually on the partition
function over the ensemble of tertiary structures consistent with s.
7The reverse is not necessarily true because MFE determination recursions may contain redun-
dancies and partition function recursions must not.
8For many physical systems, signiﬁcant concentrations will be observed only for small complexes
due to the entropic cost of strand association. For such systems, an eﬀective strategy is to start with
a small value of Lmax, calculate the probability distributions, increment Lmax, and then recalculate
the distributions to check that there are no signiﬁcant changes, repeating this process if necessary.
This strategy will not work for crystals and polymerization reactions for which there is a substantial
nucleation barrier (requiring a critical complex size to be achieved before further aggregation becomes
energetically favorable).
9This is equivalent to the number of ways to distribute Lmax indistinguishable balls amongst
|Ψ0|+ 1 distinct urns [19].
10This is equivalent to the number of distinct necklaces with size 1 ≤ L ≤ Lmax that can be made
from |Ψ0| types of beads [19].
11Expression (3.3) for Qbox remains valid if all strands are distinct (and solvent molecules are still
indistinguishable). This is just the special case where m0i = 1 ∀ i ∈ Ψ0 and mj ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ Ψ. In
this case, no distinguishability correction is required when calculating the complex partition functions
because v(π) = 1 for all strand orderings π ∈ Π of any complex.
12Our convention that the strands in the box can interact to form the set of strand complexes in
Ψ implies mj > 0 ∀ j ∈ Ψ for at least one m ∈ Λ. Hence, 〈mj〉 > 0 ∀ j ∈ Ψ.
13Based on dimensional analysis, we deﬁne our concentrations as mole fractions rather than molar-
ities. Therefore, the free energy of strand association for a complex of L strands is (L−1)∆Gassoc =
(L−1){∆Gassocpub −kT log[ρH2O/(1 mol/liter)]}, where ∆Gassocpub is the published value for two strands
associating [4] and ρH2O is the molarity of water (e.g., ρH2O = 55.14 mol/liter at 37
◦C). For the
concentration determination problem, in which Qbox is approximated by the largest term in the
sum of (3.3), this change is merely cosmetic because all factors of ρH2O ultimately cancel. However,
the same is not true when enumerating Qbox using the full sum because diﬀerent terms yield dif-
ferent factors of ρH2O. For dimensional consistency, we use the adjusted association penalty for all
formulations. At the end of a calculation, the molarity of species j can be found using [j] = xjρH2O.
14The equilibrium concentration of the ordered complex corresponding to distinct circular permu-
tation π ∈ Π of complex j is simply 〈xj(π)〉 = 〈xj〉Qj(π)/Qj , where the ordered complex is identiﬁed
with the subensemble Ωj(π).
15To reveal the familiarity of (3.9), it is helpful to note that for j ∈ Ψ0, Aij = δij , so λj =
log(xj/Qj). Substitution of these expressions into the remaining xj equations yields the standard
product/reactant equilibrium equations xj = Kj
∏
i∈Ψ0 x
Aij
i ∀ j ∈ Ψ\Ψ0 with equilibrium constant
Kj = Qj/
∏
i∈Ψ0 Q
Aij
i (e.g., for complex AAB, the equilibrium expression is xAAB = KAABx
2
AxB
with KAAB = QAAB/(Q2AQB)). In combination with the mass-conservation constraints (3.10),
this |Ψ|-dimensional root-ﬁnding problem represents the classical formulation for determining the
equilibrium concentrations of chemical species reacting in a dilute solution [18].
16Implementation details are provided as comments in the source code, which is freely available
for research purposes at nupack.org.
17This result follows for a function f(λ) that is twice continuously diﬀerentiable and bounded
below with ∇2f(λ) Lipschitz continuous and ‖∇2f(λ)‖ ≤ β on the level set S ≡ {λ | f(λ) ≤ f(λ0)},
where λ0 is the initial guess [37, 25]. In our case, f(λ) is inﬁnitely diﬀerentiable. The strong
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Slater conditions ensure that f(λ∗) is ﬁnite and furthermore that λ∗ is ﬁnite [16, 5]. By Lemma
3.1, the Hessian ∇2f(λ) is positive deﬁnite so the outward normal derivative df/dn on the ball
B(λ∗, &) = {λ∗ + &u | ‖u‖ = 1} satisﬁes a bound df/dn ≥ δ(n) ≥ δ0 > 0, where the uniform bound
follows from the continuity of f ′(λ) on the compact set B(λ∗, &). The normal derivative continues to
increase as we proceed outward from the ball along any normal n ∈ R|Ψ0|, so the distance s(n) from
λ∗ to the boundary of S satisﬁes s(n) ≤ & + [f(λ0) − f(λ∗)]/δ0. Hence, the level set S is bounded.
The continuity of the Hessian entries [∇2f(λ)]ij ensures that they are bounded on the closure of the
bounded set S (say, maxλ∈S [∇2f(λ)]ij ≤ α ∀ i, j ∈ Ψ0). Hence, tr(∇2f(λ)) = σT 1 ≤ α|Ψ0| ≡ β,
where σ(λ) : R|Ψ
0| → R|Ψ0|>0 denotes the eigenvalues of ∇2f(λ). For a symmetric positive deﬁnite
Hessian we have ‖∇2f(λ)‖ = σmax and hence ‖∇2f(λ)‖ ≤ β on S.
18Calculation of p(ilA · jlB ;π) for a strand ordering with v(π) > 1 does not require an explicit
correction (2.2) for symmetry or overcounting eﬀects. To see this, consider again the complex of four
indistinguishable strands with π = AAAA and v(π) = 4; the algorithm computes Q(π), which is
four times the desired Q(π). During the reverse pass, this partition function is in the denominator
as the backtracking algorithm calculates the probability of each base pair. For a structure with
4-fold rotational symmetry, the absence of the symmetry correction in the physical model causes the
numerator to be four times too large so that the correct base-pairing probability is recovered. For
a structure with 2-fold rotational symmetry, there are two indistinguishable versions of each base
pair, but the absence of the symmetry correction causes each of them to be calculated at half the
desired value; the distinct base-pairing expectations then recover the desired value by summing these
contributions. Finally, for a structure with no rotational symmetry, four indistinguishable versions
of a base pair are each calculated to be one-quarter of the desired value and then summed to give
the appropriate base-pairing expectation. Hence, symmetry eﬀects are accounted for by the use of
both a forward and a reverse pass of the algorithm and overcounting eﬀects are accounted for by
summation to obtain distinct base-pairing expectations.
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